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Guess the picture zoomed in ppt

1. Zoom in on someone's 2 directions game in your table as the record will serve for each round. Your team may write only 3 guesses for Slide 1. You only allowed 1 new guess for Slide 2. You may just write 1 idea for Slide 3. The item will be revealed in Slide 4. 3 First cases - Slide 1: 4 First ones - Slide 2: 5 First ones - Slide 3: 6 First ones - Slide 4: 7
Second ones - Slide 1: 8 Second ones - Slide 2: 9 Second item - Slide 43: 10 Second Item- Slide 4:11 Third Slide Item 1:12 Third Slide Item 2:13 Third Slide Item 3:14 Third Slide Item 4:15 Slide Item IV 1: 16 Slide Item IV 2:17 Slide Item IV 3:18 Slide Item IV 4:19 Slide Item V 1:20 Slide Item V 2:21 Slide Item V 5 3: 22 Slide Item V 4: 23 Sixth Item Slide 1: 24
Sixth Item Slide 2:25 Sixth Item Slide 3:26 Sixth Slide 4:27 Slide Case 7Th 4 : 28Th Slide Item 4:29 Seventh Item Slide 4:30 Seventh Slide Item 4:31 Eighth Slide Item 1:32 Item Eighth Slide 2:33 Eighth Slide Item 3:34 Eighth Slide Item 4: A YouTube channel have used a macro lens to zoom in on a variety of everyday objects - but can you work out what
each of them is? Using your high-tech cameras, macro rooms have broken down these close-up pictures of household items – racing us to see if you can tell what they are. Brainteaser that hides the figures is the latest puzzle for the web reclining... But how many numbers can you see? Can you see all 12 black dots in this mind-bending optical illusion? Can
you see three big cats in this picture? Is one very hard to spotHow many animals can see in this optical illusion? It takes an enthusiastic eye to spot how many squares can you see? Mind-stirring optical illusion is confusing everyone on the web Do you see what's going on in this optical illusion photo? Summary: Guess what the case is, zoom in – great
PowerPoint games for medium and large groups! Goal: Be the first team I guess zoomed in on the object – the team with the most game-winning points. Preparations: – Download PowerPoint Slide – Laptop – Projector &amp; Screen, Cable -Timer/Watch – Paper &amp; Pen – List of Items – Something to Record Teams Points How to Play Zoom In Game:
1. Separate all to 5 teams. Give each team a piece of paper and pen. The aim of the game is to identify as many objects from PowerPoint as possible as a group. 2. The first slide zoom is worth 5 points, the second is zooming down the slide 4 points, the third zooming down the slide is 3 points, and the fourth zooming down the slide is worth only 1 point.
Each team tries to identify the object as soon as possible, to get the maximum score. 3. As soon as the group thinks they know what the object is, they should raise their hands and write their answers on pieces of paper. *You should ask and note which slides they wrote their answers. 4. Go through each slide, give each team 1 minute to look, discuss each
slide, and have a chance to write your answer Once their response is written, they cannot change their response. 5. Once the object is revealed, the team that has the right answer will receive the amount of slide points in which they have been stopped. For example, if a team correctly identifies the object with the second slide Zoomed, the team will be
awarded 4 points. If the team responds incorrectly, it won't score any points for that round. 6. The team with the most points wins the game. You may also enjoy: Food Tuning Challenge – Fishbowl – Danger PowerPoint Template 1 Zoom in guess who? 2. What do you see in this image? Clue Number 1: Look at the shoes! 3. Do you see anything new in this
image? Clue Number 2: Look at the carpet and again in the shoes. 4. DNowDNow Is there any new things in this image you see. What's at hand? Clue Number 3: Think about some a long time ago. 5 Where's this person? What do you think this person is doing? Clue Number 4: Look at the clothes covered and the supplies on the table. 6. Now what do you
see that helps you understand who this is? Clue Number 5: Think of a great American that we're studying! 7 George Washington, first president of the United States, 8 Zane, HS (1844). George Washington/ Painted by Jay Stewart; Engraved by H.S. Sadd, N.Y. Library of Congress: American Memory, by Popular Demand: Portraits of the President and First
Ladies, 1789-Present.George Washington/Painted by G. Stewart; Engraved by H.S. Sadd, N.Y. N.Y.
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